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COMET experiment 
COherent Muon to Electron Transition
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Search for the transition of a muon to an electron in a muonic atom (μ- e 
conversion) 

Muon electron transition 
𝜇- + 𝑁(𝐴, 𝑍) → 𝑒- + 𝑁 (𝐴, 𝑍)  

- Neutrinoless coherent process.  
- This rare process violates lepton flavor conservation in the charged lepton sector. 

- Blanching ratio(𝜇 →𝑒 𝛾)   Standard model:  O(10-54) 

             　                        Beyond standard model:  O(10-15)  　 

- Energy of muon electron transision 𝐸𝜇𝑒   
𝐸𝜇𝑒 = 𝑚𝜇 - 𝐵𝜇 - 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙  
(𝑚𝜇: Muon mass, 𝐵𝜇: Binding energy of 1s state, 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙: recoil energy of nucleus)  

- In aluminum nucleus: 𝐸𝜇𝑒 = 104.97 MeV 
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CDC(Cylindrical Drift Chamber) 
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6. Muon Beam

Figure 26: Overview of the COMET Phase-I Muon Beam line.

The COMET Phase-I muon beam line consists of a section for pion production and capture, a muon
transport section and a muon collimation section;. These three elements are descibed in the following
sections. At the ‘downstream’ end of the muon beam line is the detector solenoid. The schematic
layout of the COMET Phase-I muon beam line is shown in Fig. 26.

6.1 Pion Production

The COMET experiment uses negatively-charged low-energy muons, which can be easily stopped in
a suitable thin target. The low-energy muons are mostly produced by in-flight decay of low energy
pions. Therefore, the production of low energy pions is of major interest. Conversely, we wish to
eliminate high-energy pions, which could potentially cause background events.

6.1.1 Comparison of di�erent hadron production codes

In order to study the pion and muon production yields, di↵erent hadron production simulations were
compared. The comparison of the backward yields of ⇡

� and µ

� three metres away from the proton
target for di↵erent hadron production codes is given in Table 3. It is found that there are a factor of 2.5
di↵erence between di↵erent hadron production programs. Among them, the QGSP BERT and FTFP BERT

hadron production models have the lowest yield. Therefore, to make a conservative estimation, the
QGSP BERT hadron production model is used to estimate and optimize the muon beam.

Figure 27 shows the momentum distributions for various particles produced by 8 GeV proton bom-
bardment at the location of the end of the pion capture solenoid sections.

6.1.2 Adiabatic transition from high to low magnetic fields

The pions captured at the pion capture system have a broad directional distribution. In order to
increase the acceptance of the muon beamline it is desiarable to make them more parallel to the beam
axis by changing the magnetic field adiabatically. From the Liouville theorem, the volume in the phase
space occupied by the beam particles does not change. Under a solenoidal magnetic field, the product
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pion production systemmuon transport systemdetector system
COMET Phase-I Layout 

Pion productiondetector for  
µ-e conversion

Muon transport

Figure 1.1: Schematic layout of COMET Phase-I.
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(Aluminum target)

ç

ç
8 GeV, 3.2 kW proton beam

Pion generation 
(Graphite target)

Muon transportçDetect  
μ- e conversion

Cylindrical Drift Chamber(CDC)
Layout of COMET Phase-I

Maim motivation of Phase-I 
• Earlier physics measurement 
　Detector: Cylindrical Drift Chamber(CDC) 
　(Single Event Sensitivity: 3 × 10-15)　 

- search for theμ-e conversion 
- Background measurement of DIO 

• Background measurement 
　Detector: Straw-tube tracker,  crystal 
electromagnetic calorimeter 

- Directly measuring of secondary particle 
(proton, neutron, photon, electron etc.) 

Measurement period: 200 days 
Energy of electron from μ-e conversion: 
                                                         105 MeV 

CDC and wires strung in the CDC

Inner wall Length 1495.5 mm
Radias 490.0 ~ 496.5 mm

Outer wall Length 1577.3 mm
Radias 835.0 ~ 840.0 mm

Cell size 16.8 mm × 16.0 mm 
Sense wire Material Au-plated W 

Diameter 25 μm
Number of wire 4986

Field wire Material Al
Diameter 126 μm
Number of wire 14562

Volume 2084 L

Information of CDC

Figure 13.19: CDC wires seen from the inside of CDC.

thickness of the inner CFRP is only 0.5 mm, and the drawing as shown in Figure 13.20. There
are 13 pieces of 50 µm thickness aluminum film pasted without glue on the outer side of the
CFRP pipe (that is inner side of the chamber) for grounding the innermost layer. The assembled
inner wall (CFRP pipe + support rings) will be shipped to KEK in April, and the wall will be
installed into the CDC at the clean room in Fuji building B4. The joint parts will be sealed
with silicon rubber to assure the gas tightness.
After the inner wall is installed, we check the gas tightness with herium gas in spring 2016.
The Belle-II CDC group achieved ≥ 50 cc/min of the leak rate. Because we have less holes and
joints area, we expect the leak rarte less than ≥ 20 cc/min, which corresponds to the 1% of the
circulation flow rate in our gas system.

13.2.5 Readout Electronics

Overview The readout electronics board for Belle-II CDC (called RECBE) has been chosen
as the front-end readout electronics for the COMET CDC with appropriate modifications.
It has tested adequately in terms of radiation hardness at the radiation level of the Belle-II
experiment. Figure 13.21 shows a photograph of the COMET CDC readout board. Each
board has 48 input channels, 6 ASD (Amplifier Shaper Discriminator) ASIC chips, 6 ADCs
and a FPGA of Virtex-5 XC5VLX155T. The ASD ASIC chips made by KEK (KEK-ASD)
are obsoleted, but the new ASD ASIC chip with same performance is developed by an external
vender which took over the development. The acquired data is sent to DAQ PC via a SFP slot
with the SiTCP technology through an optical fiber cable. The board has two RJ45 connectors,
one is for JTAG line to download the firmware into the FPGA, the other is for transmitting
clock, trigger and busy signals to the FCT board described in Section 16.1.. Modifications
made for COMET use are,
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COMET実験 
何もしないのにミューオン（μ）が電子（e）に変わってしまう非常に珍しい現象が理論的に予
言されている。 

  𝜇− + Al → 𝑒− + Al  
これはまだ見つかっていない現象で、発見することができれば新しい粒子の発見につなが
る可能性も。 

この現象を探索しているのがCOMET実験。 

この過程で出てくる105 MeVの電子の飛跡をとらえるためにドリフトチェンバーを使用。 

COMET実験用のドリフトチェンバー 3 

8 GeV, 3.2 kW 陽子ビーム 

(アルミニウム標的) 

COMET実験Phase-Iのレイアウト（現在準備中） 

COMET実験用 
ドリフトチェンバー 



Drift Chamber
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Cross section of drift chamber



Wire Aging Effect
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Problem of drift chamber when using it in the radiation environment
Aging effect 
Anode wire  
- Compound deposits on the surface of the wire  
- Diameter of the anode becomes effectively increases.  
→　It causes gain decrease, discharge, and noise increase. 

Cathode wire 
- Insulating film is made on the cathode wire. Positron ion are 
charged around wire and make a high electric field.  

- This electric field excite the electrons of the cathode which 
make an avalanche.  

→　The current continues to flow to the wire even when the  
    radiation source is not placed. (Malter effect)

Deterioration of the 
performance of drift chamber

Origin of chemical compound  
- Atoms which consist gas (C, H etc). 
- Out gas from silicone rubber used for adhesion (Si).

→　even though it can be reduced, it is impossible to remove it completely.

We should know how effect this aging effect on the wires of the COMET CDC.

Some other experiment groups reported water vapor and alcohol can prevent and recover this effect.

Surface of the aged sense wire 
(J.Va’var, DESY workshop, October 2, 2001)

J. Va’vra, DESY workshop, October 2, 2001
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- Various forms of the polymerization
- Solid whisker formation
 (taken from J. Kadyk, NIM A300 (1991) 436):



Aging Effect in CDC 
• The aging effect is calculated layer by layer 

– Edep = Accumulated charge in one layer in the simulation sample (normalized to 1 bunch: 9.07*10^6 
protons) 

– Eion = average ionization energy in the working gas 
– Gain = gas gain factor. Set to 2x10^4 as default 
– Length = length of sense wire in that layer [cm] 
– Nbunches = number of bunches in one day (duty factor = 0.8/2.48 considered) 
– Aging = Edep/Eion*1.6*10^-19*Gain*Nbunches/Length [mC/cm/day] 

• To simplify the optimization, the largest aging speed among all layers is used. 
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Figure 13.58: Estimated integrated charge (mC/cm/day) for each CDC layer. The contributions of
protons and other particles from muon capture (magenta), those from pion capture (cyan), others
(blue) and the total (black) are given.

13.5. CyDet Track Reconstruction

The CDC track reconstruction consists of track finding process followed by track fitting process.
The former does selection of good hits in order to identify track-like structures and eliminate
background noise, whereas the latter does track fitting with Kalman filtering to determine
which hits are most probably part of the track, whether a single continuous track is a good
interpretation of the hit pattern, and (assuming it is) thereby find the best estimate of the
momentum of the charged particle that made the track. In the fitting process it will be necessary
to consider both single-turn and multiple-turn tracks.

13.5.1 Track finding

Machine Learning in CyDet Tracking

Both the o�ine track finding and online track triggering in the CyDet have been developed
with Yandex1 using machine learning. The o�ine CyDet track finding algorithm is responsible
for defining a collection of hits within the CyDet wire array as a signal track. It relies heavily
on Gradient Boosted Decision Tree (GBDT) classifiers and circular Hough transforms to clas-
sify the hits as signal-like or background-like. For more details, on the online algorithm, see
Section 16.1.3.
This work has been completed in collaboration with Yandex using the scikit-learn package
in Python 2.7.

Boosted Decision Trees Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) methods utilise a binary tree struc-
ture, as shown in Figure 13.59. The classifier starts with all hits in one sample or “root” node.
It determines which feature will provide the best separation between background and signal,
and scans this feature for the optimal cut value. The sample is then split on the basis of this

1Yandex is the leading search engine in Russia, and have lent their expertise in machine learning to this
study.
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Accumulated charge of COMET CDC
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Q
 [m

C/
cm

/w
ire

/d
ay

]

Layer ID (1~18)
Accumulated speed of each layer (ref. COMET TDR)

Less than 
0.09 mC/cm/wire/day

Accumulated value of CDC simulated by Geant4 (COMET TDR) 
               less than 20 mC/cm/wire during 200 days running period 
Minimum target value:　 20 mC/cm/wire 
 Required value for gain reduction:　    within 10%                                   
  Correctable by software if it is within the required value.

(proton, electron)

The amount of radiation irradiated on the CDC wires are evaluated by the 
accumulated charge of the current flowing the wire. 



Wire cross section
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Wire cross section of 9cell test chamber

Field wires
Guard wires
Sense wires

Readout sense wire

Readout 
Sense wire(CH0)

- Wire current is recorded by HV 
module every second.

Irradiation window

Irr
ad

ia
tio

n 
w

in
do

w

HV channel
CH0: Readout sense wire
CH1: 4 sense wire
CH2: 4 sense wires
CH3: Guard wires



Set ups
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HV

Source

Test chamber ROESTI ver.3 PC

Read the signal of only the 
central sense wire (ch 0)

Apply HV

Signal input board

CAEN N1471ET (NIM module)  
HV Control by PC. 
The value of HV applied to the wire and the 
current flowing in the wire can be recorded,

Source at the time of aging:  90Sr 
Source for gain measurement: 55Fe

SiTCP

Circuit for waveform acquisition. 
High-accuracy waveform acquisition by 
high-speed sampling is possible with 

DRS4.

(I used ROESTI ver.2 when 
He/C2H6 aging test)

Find the area  
from each wave form

Find the mean from 
Gaussian fitting

Typical wave form from acquired by ROESTI Wave area histogram
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Window for radiation source

Center sense wire 
(Readout)

HV side Read out side

A 
(Aging side)

B 
(Not aging side)

200 100100

100 mm for He/C2H6 aging test

- Put  90Sr source on the A part when aging the wires. 
- Gain measurement is done int the two point A part and B part using 55Fe source.

Gain evaluation method
Top side of the test chamber

Ratio of gain

- We measured gains at 2 parts; 
    A: Aging part  
    B: No aging part

Mean of wave area at A
Mean of wave area at B

≡



Total Charge [mC/cm]
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Wire aging conditions 
Source: 90Sr 
HV (ch0~2): 2300 V 
HV (ch3): 1800 V

Gain measurement conditions 
Source: 55Fe 
HV (ch0~2): 2120 V 
HV (ch3): 1800 V 
Number of events: 10,000 event

Measurement condition  
He/C2H6(50/50) 40 mL/min

Gain Transition (He/C2H6 (50/50))

- Gain decrease: 
   About 6.0% at 20 mC/cm/wire. 
- Gain decrease rate: 
   About 0.3% /mC/cm/wire.

Result of the aging test He/C2H6(50/50)

This is less than the required value of COMET (10%).
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p1        0.005169±     1 

Result of the aging test He/iC4H10(90/10)
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Wire aging conditions 
Source: 90Sr 
HV (ch0~2): 1850 V 
HV (ch3): 1700 V

Gain measurement conditions 
Source: 55Fe 
HV (ch0~2): 1750 V 
HV (ch3): 1700 V 
Number of events: 10,000 event

Measurement condition  
He/iC4H10(90/10) 40 mL/min

Gain ration transition (He/iC4H10 (90/10))

- Gain decrease: 
   About 3.1% at 20 mC/cm/wire. 
- Gain decrease rate: 
   About 0.15% /mC/cm/wire.

- Gain decrease is better than the result of He/C2H6 aging test. 
- I strung all wires again and second aging test is ongoing.
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Study of the aged wire condition
Checked the surface of the aged wires.

SEM S-4800

Osmium coator

Photographing condition 
Scanning Electron Microscope: S-4800 (HITACHI) 
Acceleration Voltage: 10 kV 
Osmium Coter: Neoc-CS (MEIWAFOSIS) 
- The samples are subjected to osmium coating 

treatment to avoid charge up.

Before osmium coating After osmium coating



Surface of NOT Aged Au-W Wire

Sense wire (Au-W)  
Magnification: ×1,000

Sense wire (Au-W)  
Magnification: ×2,000

- These pictures are new sense wire. 
- Both pictures are the same part of the wire, but the magnification is 

changed on the left and right. 
- There is NO deposit on the sense wire.

13



Surface of Aged Sense Wire (Readout) 
He/C2H6 aging test
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Magnification: ×1,000 Magnification: ×4,500

- This is the readout sense wire. 
- The pictures shows the aged side (A part) of the aged wire. 
- The spiked compounds and the gum-like compounds are on the wire.
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- There is less deposits than aged center sense wire of  He/C2H6. 
- The decrease in gain was also about twice as good as the result of ethane.

Surface of Aged Sense Wire (Readout) 
He/iC4H10 aging test

Magnification: ×1,000 Magnification: ×1,000 Magnification: ×1,000

Magnification: ×35,000 Magnification: ×35,000
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Surface of the not aged Al wire

Field wire (Al)  
Magnification: ×600

Field wire (Al)  
Magnification: ×600

- These pictures are new field wire. 
- We can see any deposit on the new field wire.
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- It looks like something sticks to the surface and it cracks on the field wire of the He/C2H6 aging test.

Surface of Aged Field Wire (next to the center sense wire)

Magnification: ×600 Magnification: ×600 Magnification: ×2,000

He/iC4H10 aging test

He/C2H6 aging test

Magnification: ×500 Magnification: ×2,000 Magnification: ×500



Surface of the wires (summary)
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New sense wire Aged center sense wire (He/C2H6)

Sense wire

Field wire

New field wire Aged field wire (He/C2H6) 
(next to the center sense wire)

Aged center sense wire (He/iC4H10)

Aged field wire (He/iC4H10) 
(next to the center sense wire)

Scanning Electro Microscope: S-4800 (HITACHI)



Elemental Analysis
FE-SEM(Field Emission Scanning Electro Microscope): 日本電子 JSM-6335 
EDS(Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy): 日本電子 JED-2300F 

Place: The Institute of Science and Industrial Research, Osaka Univ.

*EDS energy resolution: about 160 eV

SEM/EDX Sample and Sample holder

Capper  tape
Carbon  tape

EDS detector

19

What are the deposits made of?
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Elemental analysis of Clean Au-W wire
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The elemental analysis result of the whole 
picture screen

The point analysis result of surface of the Al wire 
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Results of element mapping

Gold and tungsten are seen clearly.

Elemental analysis of Clean Au-W wire
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Elemental analysis of the center sense wire (He/C2H6)
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The elemental analysis result of the 
whole picture screen

The point analysis result of deposits
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W Mα: 1.774 keV 
Si Kα: 1.739 keV 
EDX Energy resolution: ~0.16 keV

- The characteristic X-ray peak of tungsten and silicon are nearly 
identical, that it can not be determined by the energy resolution of 
EDX. 

- However, with the new wire, the gold peak was 7.1 times stronger than 
tungsten peak, whereas this silicon peak is 5 times stronger than the 
gold peak compared to the gold peak. 

→ Is it considered to be a peak of silicon?  
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Results of element mapping
- The compound attached to the wire seems to be composed of silicon and 

oxygen. 
- Are they silicone (…-O-Si-O-Si-O-…)?

Elemental analysis of the center sense wire (He/C2H6)
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- Drift chamber is one of the main detector of the COMET Phase-I. 

- Chemical compound covers sense and field wire when we use drift chamber in 
the radiative environment. And it causes gain decrease and increase dark 
current  etc. (Wire aging effect).  

- Studying how effect this aging effect on the wires of the COMET CDC. 
- Gain decrease is  
- About 6.0% at 20 mC/cm/wire for He/C2H6 (50/50). 
- About 3.1% at 20 mC/cm/wire for He/iC4H10 (90/10). 

- From the picture of SEM, it was found that there was compounds on the aged 
sense wires. 

- Compounds of the sense wires seem to be made of Si and C according to the 
results of element.

Summary



Back Ups



Wire cross section
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Estimation of the Radiation range of 
the center sense wire (CH0)

Collimater (Cu)

Wall of the chamber

Sense wire (CH0) 6.56 cm

0.9 cm

0.5 cm
5 cm

Wire cross section of 9cell test chamber

Field wires
Guard wires
Sense wires

Readout sense wire

Readout 
Sense wire(CH0)

- Wire current is recorded by HV 
module every second.

Irradiation window

Irr
ad
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tio

n 
w

in
do

w

90Sr source(Φ0.9 cm) 

HV channel
CH0: Readout sense wire
CH1: 4 sense wire
CH2: 4 sense wires
CH3: Guard wires



Result and past study
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Total accumulated charge on sense wire(C/cm)
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io

n a: ’93 Plastic tube                    d: ’94 SUS tube   
b: ’93 Plastic tube + O2 filter     e: ’94 SUS tube + O2 filter 
c: ’94 Plastic tube                      f: ’94 Plastic tube

(Shoji Uno, Jan-20th, 2003 at Super B-factory WS in Hawaii)
Left figure: Results of Belle II aging test

COMET CDC KLOE　Drift 
Chamber Belle II CDC

Gas mixture He/iC4H10 (90/10) He/C2H6 (50/50) He/iC4H10 (90/10) He/C2H6 (50/50) 
Accumulated 

charge 
(max)

20 mC/cm/wire 20 mC/cm/wire 3.1 mC/cm/wire 155 mC/cm/wire

Decrease of 
current and 

gain
3.1% (gain) 6.0% (gain) ≈0% (current)

Less than 
1% (gain)

(results of the first measurement) (KLOE note n.143, April 1995) (Shoji Uno, Jan-20th, 2003 at
at Super B-factory WS in Hawaii)

Belle group concluded the major cause of aging 
effect is “out gas”.  

Less gain drop was observed when using chambers 
which passed a year after making it.

The Aging effect can be evaluated by examining the reduction of the wire 
current and gain.

(results of the first measurement)



Aging Effect in CDC 
• The aging effect is calculated layer by layer 

– Edep = Accumulated charge in one layer in the simulation sample (normalized to 1 bunch: 9.07*10^6 
protons) 

– Eion = average ionization energy in the working gas 
– Gain = gas gain factor. Set to 2x10^4 as default 
– Length = length of sense wire in that layer [cm] 
– Nbunches = number of bunches in one day (duty factor = 0.8/2.48 considered) 
– Aging = Edep/Eion*1.6*10^-19*Gain*Nbunches/Length [mC/cm/day] 

• To simplify the optimization, the largest aging speed among all layers is used. 
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Figure 13.58: Estimated integrated charge (mC/cm/day) for each CDC layer. The contributions of
protons and other particles from muon capture (magenta), those from pion capture (cyan), others
(blue) and the total (black) are given.

13.5. CyDet Track Reconstruction

The CDC track reconstruction consists of track finding process followed by track fitting process.
The former does selection of good hits in order to identify track-like structures and eliminate
background noise, whereas the latter does track fitting with Kalman filtering to determine
which hits are most probably part of the track, whether a single continuous track is a good
interpretation of the hit pattern, and (assuming it is) thereby find the best estimate of the
momentum of the charged particle that made the track. In the fitting process it will be necessary
to consider both single-turn and multiple-turn tracks.

13.5.1 Track finding

Machine Learning in CyDet Tracking

Both the o�ine track finding and online track triggering in the CyDet have been developed
with Yandex1 using machine learning. The o�ine CyDet track finding algorithm is responsible
for defining a collection of hits within the CyDet wire array as a signal track. It relies heavily
on Gradient Boosted Decision Tree (GBDT) classifiers and circular Hough transforms to clas-
sify the hits as signal-like or background-like. For more details, on the online algorithm, see
Section 16.1.3.
This work has been completed in collaboration with Yandex using the scikit-learn package
in Python 2.7.

Boosted Decision Trees Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) methods utilise a binary tree struc-
ture, as shown in Figure 13.59. The classifier starts with all hits in one sample or “root” node.
It determines which feature will provide the best separation between background and signal,
and scans this feature for the optimal cut value. The sample is then split on the basis of this

1Yandex is the leading search engine in Russia, and have lent their expertise in machine learning to this
study.
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Accumulated charge of COMET CDC
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Layer ID (1~18)
Accumulated speed of each layer (ref. COMET TDR)

Less than 
0.09 mC/cm/wire/day

Accumulated value of CDC simulated by Geant4 (COMET TDR) 
               less than 20 mC/cm/wire during 200 days running period 
Minimum target value:　 20 mC/cm/wire 
 Required value for gain reduction:　    within 10%                                   
  Correctable by software if it is within the required value.

(proton, electron)

The amount of radiation irradiated on the CDC wires are evaluated by the 
accumulated charge of the current flowing the wire. 
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Wire aging conditions 
Source: 90Sr 
HV (ch0~2): 2300 V 
HV (ch3): 1800 V

Gain measurement conditions 
Source: 55Fe 
HV (ch0~2): 2120 V 
HV (ch3): 1800 V 
Number of events: 10,000 event

Measurement condition  
He/C2H6(50/50) 40 mL/min

Gain Transition (He/C2H6 (50/50))

- Gain decrease: 
   About 6.0% at 20 mC/cm/wire. 
- Gain decrease rate: 
   About 0.3% /mC/cm/wire.

Result of the aging test He/C2H6(50/50)

This is less than the required value of COMET (10%). 
Gain decrease of the Belle’s study: about 2% at 20 mC/cm/wire.  
   → gain decrease rate is worse than Belle. 
       Because HV is higher than operation HV of Belle, and Anode wire diameter is smaller than 
       Belle CDC?
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Result of the aging test He/iC4H10(90/10)
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Wire aging conditions 
Source: 90Sr 
HV (ch0~2): 1850 V 
HV (ch3): 1700 V

Gain measurement conditions 
Source: 55Fe 
HV (ch0~2): 1750 V 
HV (ch3): 1700 V 
Number of events: 10,000 event

Measurement condition  
He/iC4H10(90/10) 40 mL/min

Gain ration transition (He/iC4H10 (90/10))

- Gain decrease: 
   About 3.1% at 20 mC/cm/wire. 
- Gain decrease rate: 
   About 0.15% /mC/cm/wire.

- Gain decrease is better than the result of He/C2H6 aging test. 
- I strung all wires again and second aging test is ongoing.


